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In Brief
Mi, Katkov, and Tsodyks derived an approximate analytical expression for working memory capacity in the framework of synaptic theory. This development predicts how manipulating the parameters of short-term synaptic plasticity and synaptic time constant will affect the capacity.
INTRODUCTION
Working memory (WM) refers to short-term storage and manipulation of information (Miller et al., 1960; Baddeley and Hitch, 1974; Baddeley, 2003) . There is hardly a cognitive task that does not involve WM, including visual processing, speech comprehension, and episodic memory (Cowan, 2001) . Nevertheless, WM capacity is extremely limited, ranging between three and six items for most healthy human participants (Cowan, 2001; Fukuda et al., 2010; Luck and Vogel, 1997) . It is often postulated that the brain possesses a specialized buffer, or ''focus of attention,'' where memory items can be temporarily placed for short periods of time and removed when needed; hence, WM capacity corresponds to the size of this buffer (Cowan, 2001; Oberauer, 2002) . The neuronal implementation of the focus of attention and its size, as well as the way memory items can be placed and removed from it, are not understood. The most popular hypothesis is that WM is mediated by persistent activity of neurons encoding the corresponding items in long-term memory (see, e.g., Compte et al., 2000; Wei et al., 2012; Edin et al., 2009) . The maximal number of items simultaneously active depends on the characteristics of the network in a complex way, but there does not seem to be a fundamental upper limit on WM capacity in this model (Amit et al., 2003; Rolls et al., 2013) . Another view posits that WM involves sequential activations of item representations (Cowan, 2010; Horn and Opher, 1996; Raffone and Wolters, 2001; Lundqvist et al., 2016, Lisman and Idiart, 1995) . Lisman and Idiart (1995) suggested that WM involves periodic reactivation of memory representations at each gamma cycle within gamma-theta nested oscillations in hippocampus, mediated by slow after depolarization with time constant that should be matched to theta period. Assuming each memory is activated exactly once during a theta cycle and that the same memories are repeatedly reactivated over subsequent theta cycles (Siegel et al., 2009 ), the WM capacity is then estimated as a ratio of gamma and theta frequencies, which is compatible with earlier psychophysical estimates (Miller, 1956) . The explicit dependence of WM capacity on the parameters of the model was not considered in this study, but it appears that the crucial factor limiting the capacity is the theta rhythm period, which could depend on several intrinsic cellular properties, e.g., nonselective cation channels (Colgin, 2013) .
Recently, Mongillo et al. proposed a synaptic-based theory for short-term information storage in neural circuits (Mongillo et al., 2008 ; see also Lundqvist et al., 2011) . In this model, memory is retained by item-specific pattern of synaptic facilitation. This mechanism does not require neurons to fire with elevated rate for the whole duration of the memory task, resulting in a robust and metabolically more efficient scheme. Several items can be maintained in the WM via consecutive brief reactivations of the corresponding neuronal groups. Here we aim to analytically estimate the maximal number of items that can be maintained in WM. The advantage of analytical expression is that it allows one to make predictions about how WM capacity depends on the various synaptic, neuronal, and circuit parameters that can potentially be tested by genetic manipulations.
A basic assumption of our model is that only one memory representation can be active at any single moment, which is guaranteed by strong reciprocal connections to a global nonspecific inhibitory pool (see Figure 1A below), consistent with experimental data (Fino and Yuste, 2011) . If each memory representation had its own inhibition and hence was independent of the others, there would be no fundamental constraint to the capacity beyond the overlaps between the representations. We could think of several reasons against this idea: (1) the brain should then have an additional processing step that would disentangle the simultaneously active populations into a set of memories, and (2) each time a new memory is stored in the network, inhibition should adapt to this by generating a new population of inhibitory neurons that are specific to a new ensemble. This would make it much harder to add new representations, i.e., learning would suffer to improve WM capacity. 
RESULTS
We consider a neural network model with memory items encoded by interconnected neuronal ensembles with short-term plasticity (STP) of recurrent connections (Mongillo et al., 2008) . To achieve an analytical hold on capacity estimation, we drastically reduce the complexity of the network to leave only the most essential features that allow it to function as WM. We neglect the overlaps between different representations so each item is represented by a single excitatory unit (cluster) characterized by its activity rate, with self-excitation reflecting the strengthened connections between neurons encoding a given item in long-term memory. Following the STP model developed in Markram et al. (1998) , recurrent excitatory connections are characterized by fixed ''absolute synaptic efficacy'' and two dynamic variables: u, which stands for release probability, and x, the fraction of available neurotransmitters ( Figure 1B ). If J EE is the absolute synaptic efficacy between two excitatory neurons, the instantaneous synaptic efficacy subject to STP is given by J EE ux. Upon arrival of a spike, the release probability u temporarily increases, resulting in short-term facilitation. Meanwhile, the fraction of available neurotransmitters x decreases, resulting in short-term depression. After neuronal spiking, u returns to its baseline value U with a time constant t f , and x recovers to its maximum value x = 1 with a time constant t d .
In ), the STP model was used to derive the expression for the postsynaptic current resulting from the activity of a large, uncorrelated pre-synaptic population. The resulting network model has three differential equations for each of P excitatory clusters (synaptic current h m and two STP variables u m and x m for each cluster m; m = 1; .; P) and one additional equation for the inhibitory pool current h I :
where t is the neuronal time constant, for simplicity the same for excitation and inhibition; I b is the constant background excitation that we assume to reflect the attentional state of the network (Zhang et al., 2014) ; and I e is the external input used to load memory items into the network. As in Mongillo et al. (2008) , we consider facilitating synapses with t f [ t d . RðhÞ = alnð1 + expðh=aÞÞ is neuronal gain chosen in the form of a smoothed threshold-linear function, also the same for excitatory and inhibitory neurons. The exact shape of the gain function is not important, but it should exhibit a tail for negative currents in order for the network to generate population spikes (see below; Tsodyks, 2004) . The tail in the gain function could emerge either from noisy input that can cause some degree of firing for subthreshold levels of current, or when considering the effects of non-homogeneities in firing thresholds in neuronal clusters representing memory items.
To illustrate the proposed mechanism, we simulated the network with parameters that are compatible with experimental measurements of inter-pyramidal connections in the prefrontal cortex (Wang et al., 2006) . We loaded five items into WM by applying transient external excitation inputs to the corresponding units and observed that four of them were maintained successfully in the form of brief reactivations called population spikes (PSs; Tsodyks et al., 2000) , indicating that for this set of parameters, the capacity of WM is four (see Figure 1C) . To further characterize the model, we subjected it to longer trains of stimuli at different presentation frequencies and computed the ''retention curve,'' i.e., the probability that an item with a given serial position in the train is retained in WM at the end of the train. We observed a non-monotonic retention curve for high presentation frequencies: first and last items had a higher chance of being retained (primacy and recency effect, respectively; Figure 1D) ; for low frequencies, there was a pronounced recency effect that could be estimated accurately by assuming that each time a new item is presented, one of the previous items is erased from WM with equal probability ( Figure 1E ; see Supplemental Information, available online, for details).
As seen in Figure 1C , WM containing several items corresponds to the periodic activity state of the network (''limit cycle'') where respective clusters emit PSs in the fixed order. As a dynamical system, the network exhibits multistability with many stable limit cycle solutions that evolve from different initial conditions. Rigorous analysis of coexisting limit cycle solutions is mathematically intractable, but this view allows us to address the issue of capacity numerically by simulating the network with random initializations until it converges to one of the periodic solutions (see Supplemental Information). In Table 1 , we show the results of these simulations for different values of background input, with STP parameters that are compatible with experimental data from the prefrontal cortex (Wang et al., 2006) . The table shows probabilities P i that the network converges to a limit cycle with i sequentially activated clusters, computed with 200,000 random initializations of the network state at each background input value. P 0 corresponds to a baseline state with no PSs. The results show that (1) only when the background input is high enough can multiple items be kept in WM, and (2) with an increasing background input, WM capacity is gradually increasing. For network parameters chosen in these simulations, the maximal capacity is six, since further increase in background input leads to destabilization of the baseline spontaneous state of the network.
Even with the extreme simplifications described above, the model is still described by a relatively large number of parameters, namely STP synaptic parameters, neuronal gain functions, synaptic strengths, and time constant; hence, ''brute force'' numerical approach would be impractical and unrevealing. We now present the intuitive outline of the derivation of the final result (see Supplemental Information for more details).
The maximum number of items that can be maintained in WM is determined by the ratio of two factors: (1) the maximal period T max of the limit cycle of the network, i.e., the maximal time between subsequent reactivation of each cluster, and (2) the temporal separation between two consecutive PSs, referred to as t s ; the capacity of WM is given by the maximum number of PSs that can be accommodated in a single period of the limit cycle, i.e., by
To estimate T max , we note that a PS is triggered by intrinsic instability due to recurrent excitation; hence, it is always produced by the cluster that has, at that moment, the largest effective recurrent strength J EE ux. Since the time evolutions of the effective strengths for different clusters have identical shape triggered by corresponding PSs, and separated from each other by the time t s , which is significantly shorter than the T max , we conclude that the longest time between activations of a cluster approximately equals the time it takes for the synaptic efficacy curve to reach a peak (see Figures 1C and S2 ). This is determined by the solution of Equations 2 and 3 above, which can be greatly simplified by neglecting the firing rate of a cluster between the PSs, turning them into linear equations, and resulting in the following expression:
i.e., T max is chiefly determined by the time constant of synaptic depression, depending weakly on other STP parameters.
The t s has three components: the width of the PS of the previous item, the delay and the width of the inhibitory pulse triggered by this PS, and finally, the time it takes for a next cluster to recover from inhibition and initiate the new PS (Figures 2A and S3 ). It can be intuited that the first two components are proportional to the synaptic time constant t (see Supplemental Information), and the third, dominant component should be found by solving Equations 1, 2, 3, and 4 above. To simplify these equations, we note that on the timescale of t s , which is significantly shorter than T max , we can neglect the STP evolution of effective synaptic strength for a cluster that is about to emit a PS (Equations 2 and 3) and replace it with its maximal value, J max . If we also neglect the time evolution of inhibition between the PSs ðI inh = J EI R I Þ, we are left with the single dynamical equation for synaptic current of a cluster:
)
The function FðhÞ that determines the flow of synaptic current is composed of two approximately linear branches with negative and positive slopes, respectively ( Figure 2B ). The strongly negative initial value h 0 is determined by the strength of inhibition triggered by the PS of the previously activated item. The time flow of the current due to Equation 7 will consist of two distinct segments: progressively slow recovery from inhibition until the minimum h min of FðhÞ is reached, followed by fast acceleration signaling the onset of the PS (see Figure 2B , red arrows). The time it takes for the cluster to emit the PS is thus given by the time for h to reach h min . Using the linear approximation for the negative branch, the analytical estimate for t s can be computed as
where C reflects the contribution of PS width and inhibition duration, while I crit zI inh À alnðJ max À 1Þ is the critical value for the background excitation for which t s diverges logarithmically (see Supplemental Information). Combining the above analysis results in the following analytical estimate for WM capacity:
Two conclusions can be drawn from this result: (1) the WM capacity scales with the ratio of two time constants, one characterizing the synaptic depression and the other one synaptic current decay time, while also increasing with facilitating time constant in a weaker way via logarithmic term, and (2) the capacity is controlled by the background excitation that should be above the critical level below which no items can be maintained in WM. The second conclusion was already illustrated in the simulations presented above. To test the validity of the first Figures 2D and  2F ), apart from a constant factor of about 2 by which analytical calculation overestimates the capacity. A closer inspection of Figure 2A reveals the origin of this discrepancy: when the synaptic current of the cluster that is about to emit the PS recovers from inhibition, the network exhibits an oscillatory activity epoch with transient increase of inhibition that delays the onset of the PS. This effect results from the nonlinearities in network dynamics and hence is not captured by our linear approximation used in estimating the inter-PS interval t s (see Equation 9 ). The model presented above was simplified greatly to allow for analytical estimates of WM capacity. It is therefore important to address the generality of obtained results. To this end, we simulated a more realistic spiking network of 20,000 integrate and fire neurons, 16,000 excitatory, and 4,000 inhibitory ones, with noisy inputs and probabilistic synaptic structure, considered in Mongillo et al. (2008) (see Supplemental Information for details of the network). Each memory is represented by a group of 640 excitatory neurons, 4% of the total number. An example simulation is shown in Figure 3A : the network maintains four items in WM; as opposed to the simplified model above, the corresponding populations are not activated with a constant frequency and the order of activations is variable. Overall, we found that the spiking network has a similar phase diagram with WM capacity increasing with external input up until the point where spontaneous steady state becomes unstable. By repeating simulations with different values of synaptic parameters, we observed similar trends of maximal WM capacity increasing with STP time constants t d and t f and decreasing with excitatory synaptic time constant t (see Figures 3B and 3C) .
Another unrealistic feature of the model concerns the absence of overlaps between representations of different memory items. One could conjecture that overlaps in representations have similar effects to direct excitatory connections between items in our simplified model. Our analysis presented in the Supplemental Information indeed confirmed this conjecture and showed that the resulting model has qualitatively similar dependence of WM capacity on synaptic parameters (see Figure S4 ). The dependence of WM capacity on the background excitation enables the system to be efficiently ''tuned'' to the desired capacity; in particular, reducing the background below the critical value removes items from WM to make room for new inputs. This tuning is crucial for many cognitive tasks involving WM. In free recall experiments, it was shown that inserting pauses in the presentation of memory items allows human participants to encode and recall the incoming information in ''chunks'' of several items (Gilbert et al., 2014) . We illustrate how a stream of inputs can be segmented into groups of simultaneously active items by a proper modulation of background input, if the pauses between the groups of inputs are long enough ( Figure 4A ). When the pauses are too short, the trace of previous items in the form of synaptic facilitation remains strong, so these items are reactivated when the background input is increased and the segmentation fails ( Figure 4B ).
DISCUSSION
In this contribution, we considered the issue of short-term memory capacity in the framework of synaptic theory of WM proposed in Mongillo et al. (2008) . We derived a simplified analytical expression for the capacity in terms of basic synaptic parameters of the network where memory items are encoded and stored in long-term memory. Surprisingly, even though the WM trace in the model is maintained by synaptic facilitation, the derived expression shows that WM capacity is chiefly increasing with the time constant of synaptic depression and only weakly increasing with the time constant of facilitation; the obtained expression also shows that capacity is inversely proportional to neuronal time constants in the network. These analytical predictions could be amenable to experimental verifications by genetic manipulations of these parameters. Our results also show that WM can be regulated by external excitation that can tune the capacity to the desired level. This regulation is crucially important for WM functioning, which requires not only maintaining information in a readily accessible form but also clearing it out at the appropriate time to make room for future processing. One could reasonably assume that regulation of WM reflects attentionally driven inputs to the corresponding cortical areas. Indeed, imaging studies indicate that WM tasks trigger coordination between frontal and parietal cortical regions that are considered to be involved in WM and attention, respectively, and the degree of coordination is increasing with WM load (Honey et al., 2002) . We simulated the network of integrate and fire neurons introduced in Mongillo et al. (2008) and observed qualitatively similar behavior of WM capacity on synaptic parameters, confirming the generality of obtained analytical estimates.
An interesting question raised by our results is what considerations could determine a particular set of synaptic parameters in the brain that result in the experimentally observed WM capacity of approximately four for most people. More detailed analysis of the model presented in the Supplemental Information shows that increasing the time constant of synaptic depression above a certain value brings the network to the regime where no PSs are possible and, hence, WM breaks down. The transition to this regime depends in a nontrivial manner on network parameters, but the maximal values of WM capacity tend to be substantially larger than four, both for simplified and spiking networks considered in this study. Another possibility is that WM capacity emerges from some yet unspecified functional tradeoffs. The exact nature of these tradeoffs would be difficult to determine, since networks that sustain WM could also be involved in many other cognitive processes. One potential tradeoff could be inferred from the results presented in Figure 4 , where we show that in order to segment the stream of inputs into distinct chunks in WM, the pauses between the chunks should be long enough for the synaptic trace of the previous chunk to fade away, i.e., on the order of STP time constants that also determine the WM capacity. If those were made higher, segmentation of inputs would only be possible for slower presentation frequencies. After the fourth's input is presented, all four representations from the first chunk are active until the background input is reduced. When the background input is increased again and the next four items are presented, the second chunk is active after the eighth's memory is loaded. (B) Same as (A), but with a shorter pause between two groups of inputs. The segmentation fails because when the background input is increased after the pause, the memories from the first chunk are reactivated and mix in with the second chunk. All other parameters as in Figure 1D .
Since the WM capacity is defined by basic parameters of cortical networks, we predict that simple practice should not be enough to significantly improve the capacity beyond better tuning of attentional inputs to memory networks. In addition to having fundamental importance for understanding WM and its capacity, the analytical estimates obtained in this study might lead to new directions in clinical research of memory impairments associated with neurological disorders (Kenworthy et al., 2008; Levy and Farrow, 2001; Alloway, 2007) .
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